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TWO METHODS OF INTEGRATING

MONGE-AMPERE'S EQUATIONS. II

BY

MICHIHIKO MATSUDA

Abstract. Generalizing the notion of an integrable system given in the previous

note [2], we shall define an integrable system of higher order, and obtain the following

results :

1. A linear hyperbolic equation is solved by integrable systems of order n if and

only if its (n + l)th Laplace invariant H„ vanishes.

2. An equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the second order

if and only if the transformed equation by the associated Imschenetsky transformation

is solved by integrable systems of the first order.

0. Introduction.    Let us solve a linear hyperbolic equation

(1) s+ap + bq+cz = 0

by Laplace's method, where a, b, c are functions of x, y, and p = 8z/8x, q = 8z/8y,

s = 82z/8x 8y. The integration is reduced to that of ordinary differential equations

if the first Laplace invariant H0 = 8a/8x+ab — c vanishes; for in this case equation

(1) has the form

(8/8x)(8z/8y + az) + b(8z/8y + az) = 0.

Suppose that the first invariant 770 does not vanish. Then we can transform equation

(1) by the Laplace transformation z,=q+az, H0z=8z,/8x + bz, to the equation

(8/8x)(8z,/8y + a,z,) + b(8z,/8y + a,z,)-H,z, = 0,

where

H, = 8a,/8x-8b/8y + H0,       a, = a-8(logH0)/8y.

The («+l)th Laplace invariant 77„ is defined inductively by Hn = 8aJ8x—8b/8y

+ 77n_!, unless Hn-,=0, where an=an^,-8(log Hn_,)/8y. The given equation (1)

is transformed to the equation

(8/8x)(8zn/8y+anzn)+b(8zn/dy + anzn)-Hnzn = 0
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by successive application of the Laplace transformation. Hence, if the (« + l)th

invariant Hn vanishes, then we can solve (1) by integrating ordinary differential

equations.

Here we shall discuss the problem from a different point of view. It is Cauchy

who first tried to solve the initial value problem of a partial differential equation by

integrating ordinary differential equations. He proved that the initial value problem

of an equation of the first order V(x, y, z, p,q) = 0 is solved by integrating the

Lagrange-Charpit system

dx dy dz —dp        —dq

8V/8p      8V/8q     p 8V/8p+q 8V/8q      dV/dx      dV/dy

Here d/dx = 8/8x+p(8/8z), d/dy=8/8y+q(8/8z). The Cauchy problem of Monge-

Ampère's equation is solved by integrating the Lagrange-Charpit system of an

intermediate integral of the first order if and only if Monge's method of integration

is applied to the given equation with success. Generalizing the Lagrange-Charpit

system, we defined an integrable system in [2], Consider a system of ordinary

differential equations

dx _ dy _      dz dp _ dq

1 ~ ~B ~ Ap + Bq ~' C ~~D

in the space of (x, v, z, p, q), where A, B, C, D are functions of x, y, z, p, q. Then

it is called an integrable system if, for any initial curve satisfying dz—p dx—qdy = 0

and A dp + B dq—C dx- D dy = 0, the integral surface of the system satisfies

dz—p dx—qdy = 0. We showed that the Cauchy problem of the linear hyperbolic

equation (1) is solved by integrable systems if and only if //1 = 0.

Expanding this notion of an integrable system, we shall define here an integrable

system of higher order to solve the Cauchy problem of an equation of the form

(2) s+f(x,y, z,p,q) = 0

in the space of (x, y, z, p, qlt..., qn) containing the derivatives of higher order

qt = d'z/dy*. In this space we shall consider a system of ordinary differential equations

(3)

dx _ ñ dz _ dp _     ,
dy " "' Jy~qu dy' ~h

dqi . ^ • dqn

?-•«■ 1 = I<"'        dy=U

and differential forms

w0 = dz—p dx—q dy,

«i = dqt+f-x dx-ql + 1 dy,       l ú i < n,

w = dqn+fn.xdx-udy,
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where m is a function of (x, y, z, p,q„..., qn) to be determined later and fi is the

function defined inductively by

/o-/

We shall say that the system (3) is integrable, if for any initial curve

(4) y = Vo(x),       z = z0(x),       /j = /?0(x),       a¡ = qi0(x),       l ú i â n,

satisfying

(5) to0 = to, = ■ ■ ■ = o>n_1 = CO = 0,

the integral surface of the system (3)

(6) z = tp(x, y),       p = 0(x, v),       a, = ^(x, y),       l ú i Ú n,

under the initial condition (4) satisfies (5). In this sense the integrable system defined

in [2] is the integrable system of the first order. If the system (3) is integrable, then

the integral surface (6) of (3) is a solution of the given equation (2) for we have,

from (5),

&P      ii     \        dtp ,      . 8tpi .      ,
g¿ = 'Kx,y), f = <Piix,y), gj = 9»i + i. IS KHi

J¿ = -fi-i(x, V, tp, i/>, <p„ . ..,tpi), 1  ¿ I á »,

and hence

30 =   82y   = S9i5       _8_ gy,-! ^ _ -     = ^í)        j < / < „
3j      8x8y       8x'        8y   8x 8x

We shall say that the equation (2) is solved by integrable systems of order «, if for

any initial curve (4) satisfying w0 = co,= ■ ■ ■ =tu„_1=0, we can find such a function

u that satisfies to = 0 along (4) and makes the system (3) integrable. Apply this

method of integration to the linear hyperbolic equation (1). Then we obtain the

following theorem :

The equation (I) is solved by integrable systems of order n if and only if its (n+l)th

Laplace invariant Hn vanishes.

As the next problem let us try to generalize this theorem. Presenting an example

of Bäcklund transformations, Imschenetsky generalized the Laplace transformation

as follows (see [1]): Consider a transformation

(7) x, = x,       y, = y,       z, = h(x, v, z, q),       p, = k(x, y, z, q)

satisfying 8h/8q^0, 8(h, k)/8(z, q)¥=0. Suppose that a surface z=<p(x, y) is a solution

of the equation

8h     8h      8h   ,      A
(8) 8-qS+Tz?+8x-k = °-
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Then the derivative of the function

(9) zj, = h(xu yu <p(xu vj), <py(xu 7i))

with respect to xx is k(xu ylt cp, tpy), since

dz1      8h   8h        8h .
Wr^x+8z<Px+Tq^ = k-

The surface (9) is a solution of the equation

8h      _8k       dk8h   dhdk
(lü) 8~qSl - '8qqi + TyÔ~q~dy-8~q

where we replace x, y, z, q by their values obtained from (7). The equation (10) is

derived from

dk   8k dh   8h
Sl =Ty+Tq^'       qi=Ty+Tq^-

Thus the Imschenetsky transformation (7) transforms the equation (8) to the

equation (10). We shall say that an equation of the form

(11) s+M(x,y,s,q)p + N(x,y,z,q) = 0

is of Imschenetsky type, if its first invariant H=8M/8x-N(8M/8q) — 8N/8z

+ M(8N/8q) does not vanish. This is a necessary and sufficient condition that an

Imschenetsky transformation be applied to the equation (11). Also the condition

H=0 is a necessary and sufficient one that the equation (11) be Monge-integrable.

A Monge-integrable equation is by definition an equation whose Cauchy problem

is solved by integrating Lagrange-Charpit systems (see [2]). The inverse trans-

formation of the Imschenetsky transformation (7) is given by solving (7) conversely

with respect to x, v, z, q. An equation of the form

s1 + Mx(xu yx,Zu Pi)qi + /Vi(*i> yu *u Pi) = 0

is the transformed equation of an Imschenetsky transformation if and only if

K1 = 8M1/8y1-N1(8Mj8p1)-dN1/8z1 + M1(8N1/8p1) does not vanish. In this case

we have the identity H=Ku

In the previous note [2] we defined an equation of Laplace type as an equation

of Imschenetsky type whose transformed equation has the form

*i - (ypi + s)ii- ("Pi+ß) = 0,

where a, ß, y, 8 are functions of xu yu ?i- The equation (11) of Imschenetsky type

is of Laplace type if the transformed equation is Monge-integrable, for an equation

of the form (2) is not Monge-integrable, unless the function /is linear with respect

to p. In [2] we showed that an equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable

systems of the first order if and only if the transformed equation is Monge-integ-

rable. In this note we shall obtain a necessary and sufficient condition which the
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coefficients M and N should satisfy in order that the equation (11) of Imschenetsky

type may be of Laplace type. And we shall show that the equation (11) of Im-

schenetsky type is of Laplace type if it is solved by integrable systems of the first

order. The following theorem will be proved:

An equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the second order

if and only if the transformed equation is solved by integrable systems of the first order.

If an equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the first order,

it is solved by integrable systems of the second order. Hence an equation of Laplace

type is transformed to a Monge-integrable equation by applying once or twice the

associated Imschenetsky transformation if and only if it is solved by integrable

systems of the second order.

Remark 1. Equation (2) has the two characteristics dx=0, dp+fdy = 0 and

dy=0, dq+fdx=0. The same argument as above can be made with respect to the

other characteristic.

Remark 2. By Professor G. L. Lamb, Jr. in Physics the author was informed of

Clairin's work [1]. The Bäcklund transformation of Laplace type defined in [2] is

the same as the Imschenetsky transformation applied to an equation of Laplace

type.

1. Laplace invariants. Let us define an integrable system of order n by the

following:

Definition. The system (3) is integrable if the function u satisfies the system of

the equations

^ = 0
8p      U'

(12) 8lc+Pte-fTq-¿,f>d^7,+-8y-+aí-dr-f-l8p-

,ti"+1   8q,      8q

In the proof of the following proposition, we shall see that this definition is

equivalent to the one given in §0.

Proposition 1. Suppose that the system (3) is integrable. Then for any initial curve

(4) satisfying (5), the integral surface (6) of (3) under the initial condition (4) satisfies

(5).

Proof. On the integral surface (6) we have

dtp/dy-tp, = 0,        8tpi/8y-tpi + , = 0,        1 ^ i < «,

8cpn/8y-u0 = 0, 84,/8y+fi=0,

where

Uo(x, f) = U(X, V, tp, lb,tp„..., tpn).
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Let I be the left-hand member of the second equation in (12), and put

v0ix,y) = 8<p/8x-i/>,       vt(x, y) = 0W8*+&-i>        l ú i Ú n,

where

gi-i(x,y) =f-i(x,y,<p,>/>,<Pu---,<Pi),       l úiún.

Then we get 8vJ8y = vi + 1, 0^i<n, and

8vn      du -£. du        du d4>    ,

^ = lTzV°+il18q-lVi + 8-p8x + L

Here we replace z,p, qu ■ ■ -, qn in 8u/8z, 8u/8p, 8u/8qu 1 ̂ i^n, and I by <p, ip,

<Pi,...,q>n respectively. By the assumption that the given system (3) is integrable,

the right-hand member of the last equation for 8vJ8y is linear with respect to v¡,

OSi^n. Since v¡ = 0 (O^i^n) along the initial curve (4), we have ij¡ = 0 on (6),

Og/gw.

Hence equation (2) is solved by integrable systems of order n if and only if the

system (12) with the unknown function u has its rank greater than zero (see [2]).

Apply this method of integration to the linear hyperbolic equation (1), where

f=ap + bq+cz. Let us define Ah Bu, Ct (i,j^0) inductively by

Ai = BAi-Jdy-aAi-u i ^ 1,

Bif = BBi^j/By + Bi^j.u       i,j ^ 1,

Ci = dCi-J8y-cA^u i ^ 1,

A0 = a,       C0 = c,       Bi0 = Ci — bAi,       B01 = b,

Boi = 0,      j > 1.

Then we get Bi¡i + 1 = b, Bti=0,j'>i+1, and

f = Aip+Jt Bijqj+dz,        i^O.
i = i

The system (12) is equivalent to the system of the equations

(13) Znu+An = 0,

(14) Xnu + bu+2 Bnjqj + Cnz = 0
i=i

with independent variables x,y,z,qu ■ ■ -,qn, where

z -l-nyA- ô
Bz   ,t"0      8qi + 1

a      n-1 /( + 1 \       ñ

Suppose that the nth invariant .r7n_i does not vanish and hence the (« + l)th

invariant Hn can be defined. Let us define Ami (O^m^n,-l^i) inductively by
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8x
HmAm+,,i = -t£+ 2 Amj.,Bi„       m, i ^ 0,

1=0

■¿o.-i =-1,       A0i = At,   i^O,       Am¡-, = 0,   m > 0,

and differential operators Ymn (1 ̂  «t ^ «) by

n fi
Y     - Y A —.

Then we have [Zn, Arn] = 770yln, [Xn, Ymn] = HmYm+,¡n+bYmn, m<n. As the com-

patibility condition between the equations (13) and (14) we get

(15) Y,nu-A,n = 0.

From this equation we derive Ymnu—Amn = 0, 2^«jí£«, successively as the com-

patibility condition between (14) and Ym_,¡nu-Am^,tn=0. The compatibility

condition between (14) and the last equation Ynnu—Ann = 0 is

(16)     Xi^i/-'-'"') & - a-t+XA--A-
Lemma. For each m (1 ¿m^ri) we have the following identities:

(i) ^„,„-x=(-i)"-1;

(ii) Ami=0,0^i<m-l;

(iii) 8Amm/dx+(-lT^Bmm=(-l)mHm;

(iv) Aml = 8Amii-,/8y-amAm¡i_,-Am-ui-„ /g¡l.

Proof. As the first step let us prove these identities for m = 1. By the definition

we get H0A,0 = 8A00/8x+Ao,-iB00 = 8a/8x—(c-ba) = H0, and

HoAu = "gj!+ 2 Ao,j-iBii

/g^ i-i       \
_al_âxzi+Wi-1~c,-1+?//-ljBi-1'i)_(aa/ex+aé_c)^-1

= (8/8y)(H0A,ti.,)-aH0A,,i_,-H0A0ti-,.

These identities give (i) and (iv), since ai = a-d(log H0)/8y. Hence we have

~8x~ + Bl1 - Yx [-8y—aiAlo-Aoo)+-8y-+Boû

d i    ,   \ >db , , 8a,    8b    „
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As the second step, let us suppose that the identities (i)-(iv) hold for each of

1, 2,..., m, and prove them for m +1. By (i)-(iii) we get

BA  ■     J,
HmAm+1A = -gz+ 2 AmJ^Bij = 0,       0 ú i < m,

ox     j = 0

BA        ^
HmAm + l.m = ~~ó"      I" ¿  Amj_1Bmj = (—1)   Hm.

By the identities (iv) and Hm — Hm-1 = BaJ8x—8b/8y, we obtain

HA -Mmi+y A        r-"m-tfm + l.i  —     o      + Z,   nm,l-lDii
Bx     j=m

dBj-UJ
-1     By

* dx (—^-^^.t-i-^-i.i-ij+i^

~^ 2*   I-¡ä7-am-Amj-2~Ám-ij-2\Bi-l,j-l

- 8~y \—8x~ + ;4Am-1'1 Bi~1-')-am\—8x~+jèm   mJ'1 ßi'1-1)

= (2/3v)(i/m^m + lii_1)-am(i7m^m + 1,,_1)-/fm^m>i_1.

This gives (iv) for m +1, since c7m+1 = am-3(log Hm)/8y. Hence we get

(a/ax)^m+1>m+1+(-i)m5m+1>m+1

.... /      i\m+l/dflm+l      /     i\m + l ^""     P-Om.m + 1      p     \

~ *•    U      I   Bx      K     ' Bx By        Dmm]

= (-ir + 1(8am + 1/8x-8b/8y + Hm) = (-l)-" + 1/fm + 1.

By this lemma we see that the compatibility condition (16) is Hn=0. Hence we

have the following:

Theorem 1. Suppose that the nth invariant 7/„_i does not vanish and hence the

(n+l)th invariant Hn can be defined. Then the linear hyperbolic equation (1) is solved

by integrable systems of order n if and only if Hn = 0.

2. An Imschenetsky transformation. Given two functions M and N of (x, y, z, q)

take a solution h of 8h/8z- M(8h/8q) = 0 satisfying 8h/8q^0, and put k = 8h/8x

— N(8h/8q). Then we have

M - ÎM_N8M_8Jf8N_    8(h,k)/(8h\2
H -  Bx Bq     8z+      Bq 8(z,q)/\8q) '

Hence the four functions x, v, h, k are functionally independent if and only if

H^O. Suppose H^O, and solve

*i = x,       Vi = y,       zx = h(x, y, z, q),       pj. = k(x, y, z, q);
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conversely,

z = h,(x„ y„ z„ p,), q = k,(x„ y„ z„ p,).

Then we obtain the following identities :

8h _ 8h, 8(h, k)
8q ~ 8p, 8(z, g)'

dh/8h = Jàk,/8h,^
8z¡ 8q dp,/ dp,'

I8h_ \l8h _ 8Jc,dh±l8h,_dk,^
\8x     }I 8q      8p,dx,l 8p,    dx,'

_8k/8h _8h,l8h,
8ql 8q ~ 8z,\ dp,'

8kdhl8h_dk = I8h,_   \ 18h, _

8qdy/8q   dy ~ \8y,      1)/8p,'

Hence an equation of the form

s, + M,(x„ y„z„ p,)q, + N,(x„ y„ z„ p,) = 0

is the transformed equation of an Imschenetsky transformation (7) if and only if

its first invariant K, = 8M,/8y, - N,(8M,/8p,) - 8N,/8z, + M,(8N,/8p,) with respect

to the other characteristic does not vanish. In this case we have H=K,.

Let us define the second invariants 77^, 1 £¿£4, of equation (11) of Imschenetsky

type by

8 log 77 8M 8 log 77 82M     8L,

8q 8q      8q 8q2        8q '

8 log 77 8N 8 log 77 82N = SL^
8q 8q      8q 8qz        8q■"12-^1       ÔZ 3T-S^ a_2

where

X, = 8/8x - A^ 8/8q,       Z, = 8/8z - M 8/8q,

Q = d(logH)/dy-2M,       m, = dM/dy-M2,       n, = dN/dy-MN,

L, = Z, log 77+ 8M/8q,       L2 = X, log 77"+ 8N/8q.

Proposition 2. Equation (11) of Imschenetsky type is solved by integrable systems

of the first order if and only if Hu = 0, 1 ¿ / á 4.

Proof. In our case the system (12) is equivalent to the system of the equations

Z,u + (8M/8q)u + m, = 0,       X,u + (8N/8q)u + n, = 0
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with independent variables x, v, z, q. The compatibility condition is

8u/8q-(B(logH)/8q)u-Q = 0.

Hence the rank is one if and only if Hu = 0, 1 ̂  / ̂  4.

Proposition 3. Equation (11) of Imschenetsky type is of Laplace type if and only

ifHll = H13=0.

Proof. Operating successively H(8h/8q)(8/8p1)=Z1 to the coefficients

_dkJBht       N      _dk   BkdhlBh^
1 Bql Bq' 1 ~     dy    Bq dy/ Bq'

we have

and

8N1    _   racf«   i/Ara.    /„aA\"ii /sa

~H8q"8pJ ~    ^~d~yHll¡B~q

Hence M! and A^. are linear with respect to p± if and only if H1X = H13=0.

Corollary. Equation (11) of Imschenetsky type is of Laplace type if it is solved

by integrable systems of the first order.

Suppose that equation (11) is of Laplace type. Then the transformed equation

has the form

(17) S1-iyp1q1 + ap1 + 8q1+ß) = 0.

These coefficients are given by

18 log H   82h I8h\ IBh 8 dh IBh   dh
y~\    Bq     +dq2/8qj/8q'        a ~ Q + 8q dy/Bq   dy7,

.      8k IBh    , o     dk   8k dh IBh    ,
h = Tql8q-ky'       ß = dy-TqTy/8q-ka-

The equation (17) is Monge-integrable if and only if each of A = 88/8z1 — 8y/8x1,

B = 8ß/Bz-i-8a/8x1 + a8—ßy vanishes, since the first invariant is Aq1 + B. These

invariants are given by

(is, A~n„fc    „ = -„„+* „»I»
Apply Proposition 2 to the equation (17). Then we have the following:
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Proposition 4. Suppose A + 0 or Bi^O. Then equation (17) is solved by integrable

systems of the first order if and only if each of the following invariants 7,, 1 ¿y'¿ 10,

vanishes:

11 = B%A--A^-aA2 + yAB,
8z,       8z,

12 = B^-A^--ßA2 + bAB,
8x,       8x,

_8A_8A      ¿M    (^ + a\A2
8y, 8z,    8y, 8z, 8z,    \8z,       )    '

lr,8A      . 8B\I6 = B—       -——+ «5—+ a  7Í —-,4 —
\    8y,        8y,J

82B      8B 8B 8B_

8y, 8z,    8y1 8z, 8z,

I A      &A 8A   8A^ZA8A^(8S^    X      Ta\j2
77 = A ä—s-^— ^- + 8A-—hö—hyS-2^(L42,

oxi 8z,    ox, oz, 8z,    \8z, /

78 = B**   -™ 8J-+SB8JL + aßA2-AB2 + -^ AB,
ox, dz,    dx, oz, oz, ox,

.    82A       8A8A    Q. 8A    (8ß      .    „_\ Â.
^ = A8l^,-i^Wi+ßAY[+{U + a8-2B)A'

Il0 = B^rMlWi+ßB£MBWrAw)

Proof. Since we get

L, = ((8A/8z,)q, + 8B/8z, + aA-yB)/(Aq, + B),

L2 = ((SA/dx^ + dB/dx.+ßA-SB^Aq. + B),

the identities H„ = H,2 = 0 hold if and only if 7i=72 = 0. Suppose that I,=I2=0,

and A^O. Then 7713 = 7714 = 0 if and only if 73 = 75=77=79=0. In this case the

identities 74 = 76 = 78 = 710=0 are satisfied. Suppose that I,=I2 = 0, and B^O. Then

H,3 = H,i = 0 if and only if 74 = 76 = 78 = 710 = 0. In this case the identities 73=7B

= 77 = 79 = 0 are satisfied.

Remark. Identity (18) gives another proof of the following theorem obtained in

the previous note [2] :

An equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the first order

if and only if the transformed equation is Monge-integrable.
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3. Integration of an equation of Laplace type. Let us solve equation (11) of

Laplace type by integrable systems of the second order. It is possible if and only

if the system of the equations

(19) Z2u + i8M/8q)u + M2 = 0,

(20) X2u + i8N/8q)u + N2 = 0

with independent variables x, y, z, q, t i=q2) has its rank greater than zero. Here

Z2 = 8/8z-Mid/8q)-im1 + i8M/8q)t)i8/8t),

X2 = 8/8x-Nid/8q)-in1 + i8N/8q)t)i8/8t),

M2 = idm1/dy-Mm1) + i2idmJ8q)-Z1M)t + i82M/8q2)t2,

N2 = idn1/dy-Nm1) + i2i8n1/8q)-Z1N)t + i82N/8q2)t2.

The compatibility condition between equations (19) and (20) is

(21) Y2u-i8ilog H)/8q)u- Q2 = 0,

where

since [Z2, X2]=HY2. The compatibility condition between (20) and (21) is

(22) iT+T^iBu/B^-TyU- Q3 = 0,

where T=H14¡, TX = HÍ2,

os - 2(ß + 7^g^)(T+7V)+ (£ + t ^jiT+T^ + MiT+T.t),

since [X2, Y2] = iBN/8q)Y2 + iT+T1t)i8/8t). The compatibility condition between

(19) and (21) is Y2M2+Z2Q2~i8ilog H)/8q)M2 = 0, since [Z2, Y2] = i8M/8q)Y2.

This condition is identically satisfied by

■(«♦'^n "fiî^v-
Also the compatibility condition between (19) and (22) is satisfied identically by

Z1T=m1TuZ1T1 = i8M/8q)TuZ2iT+T1t)=Q. Hence the rank is two if and only

if/f12 = /714=0.

Theorem 2. Equation (11) of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the

second order if and only if the transformed equation (17) is solved by integrable

systems of the first order.
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Proof. By ( 18), 7712 = 7714 = 0 if and only if A = B=0. In this case the transformed

equation (17) is Monge-integrable and it is solved by integrable systems of the first

order. Hence we may assume that H,2^0 or 7714^0. The compatibility condition

between (21) and (22) is

(23) (T,/(T+ T,t))(8(log H)/8q) + Y2(T,/(T+ T,t)) = 0,

(24) 8Q2/8t-(T,/(T+T,t))Q2- Y2(Q3/(T+T,t)) = 0.

Let F be the left-hand member of (23) multiplied by (T+T,tf:

F = TT,(8(log H)/8q) + T(8T,/8q) - T,(8T/8q) - T2,Q.

Then we have the identity

(25) F = (8h/8q)2I,.

Express the left-hand member of (24) multiplied by (T+T,t)2 in the polynomial

of t, F0+F,t + F2t2 + F3t3. These coefficients are given by

82T,        8T,8logH   (8T,\2      2((8logH\2 82 log 77

8q2

~ö~ + F —3-r" 2 Tfr F3 — -=r -z— F+ F'2,
8q 8q T,        T, 8q

Fk = -T,

'> - (Í)
8T,       8T, dT,   TJ8Q8M       8logH\

1^c^q'(¿^^q'~dy~~^\8q'^~8q'^f¿~8q~y
8dT,
8qdy

2F+7T F'+TdFJF
F, + 2-F2 + -^+Ty

4_2dJ\_^l_L8T,   L8JogH X
+ \    L dy     T,8q    T2,8q+T,     8q     +V + M)f>

m2        T dF   f    I dT    T dT,   ,„    ljrv T\ _
F° = [tJ F2 + T,Ty + {-T,Ty-T2-dJ + ̂  + M)T,r

Here we assumed that T,^0. If T,=0, then we have F3=F2 = 0 and

182T   8T 8 log H\    (8T\2

F T8dT    8TdT      8T Id 8 log H   8 log 77        8Q      8M\

*°~        8qdy + 8q dy    18q{¿ + 1   \   dy 8q    +     8q     M     8q    ¿ 8q )'

Suppose T, ^ 0. Then we obtain

(26) F3 = -(dh/8q)%,       F2 = -(8h/8qf(h + (dh/dy)I3).

If T,=0, then we have

(27) F,=- (8h/8qfh,       F0 = - (8h/8q)(I6 + (dh/dy)h).
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The compatibility condition between (20) and (22) is

7\     8N

8N2       Tx
Bt     T+TJ1*

dN   XÍ   Tl   \      0
\t Bq    X*\T+Txt\ - °'

\T+Txt)

T+Tv

These conditions are written in the following forms :

(28) TT.R, - T^BT/Bx) + TidTJdx) - T\ R = NE,

(29) liNQ2-N2)-^íiNQ2-N2)-x(^=I^2ÍEA

where R = NQ-nu R1 = Ni&ilog H)/8q)-8N/8q, X=X2 + NY2 = 8/8x + iR + R1t)

■i8/8t). By the identity [X-NY2, Y2] = i8N/8q)Y2 + iT+T1t)i8/8t), we get

8Q/8x + Ri8ilog H)/8q)-8R/8q-R1Q = T,        32(log H)/8x Sq-dRJBq = Tu

and

BR   dRx       8 log H
Sl(e+A0+^_^+g.„.d<7     dy dq

Let £ be the left-hand member of (28). Then we obtain

(30) E = i8h/8q)il2 + i8h/8x)h).

Express the left-hand member of (29) multiplied by ÇT+TJ)2 in the polynomial

of t, E0 + E1t+E2t2 + E3t3. These coefficients are given by

82T,    dT.BT, 8TX IBR, dlogH   „ 82 log H\
^ * ~Jl 8x~Fq + ^x'^q'~l1 ~8q~ *1 + I 'VW'*1 ~~8~q        ¿ ~8x~8q~)'

E, =    T ddT\_T SJ\R + 8TídTí
1 Bxdy      1 Bq Bx  dy

+ r1Öx+l   Tidx^Tj.    '   TÎ dx)'

(T\2        T dE    1  IdT   T dTA       T
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Here we assumed that T, ^ 0. If T, = 0, then we have E3 = E2 = 0 and

E T 82T \&T8T   T8TR
1 8x 8q    8x 8q        8q    u

_ „8dT8TdT   „8T       ~J~T, „, A1i8JogH    A/f8logH\\
Ea = -T8^y + 8-x^y-T^R-T\2T+H+N{-^z--M-8q-))-

Suppose T, / 0. Then we obtain

E3-(S«/Sg)3(77 + (8h/8x)I3),

1   ' Ei = -(dhldq)2(I9 + (dh/dy)I1 + (8h/dx)I5 + (dh/dx)(dhldy)I3).

If T,=0, then we have

(32) El = ~ W^7» + i^l^)1^
K   ' E0 = - (710 + (dh/dy)h + (8h/8x)fi + (dh/dy)(8h/8x)h).

Hence the given equation of Laplace type is solved by integrable systems of the

second order if and only if E=Ei=F, = F=0, 0^i,j^3. And it is possible if and

onlyif7fc=0, l^k^lO.

Corollary. An equation of Laplace type is transformed to a Monge-integrable

equation by applying once or twice the associated Imschenetsky transformation if and

only if it is solved by integrable systems of the second order.

Example. Take «=logg- log w', k=—w+z-(w/w')q+w'(z/q), where w is a

function of x, y satisfying 82(log w)/8x 8y = 0, w' = 8w/8y j£0. Then the equation

s— w'z + (w—8(log w')/8x)q — zq + (w/w')q2 = 0

is transformed to

s, + (1 + exp (z,))-xp,q, + H>(exp (z,) +l)q, = 0.

The transformed and original equations are solved by integrable systems of the

first and second order respectively. Here A= —w exp (z,), B=0. Hence the trans-

formed equation is not Monge-integrable.

Remark. Clairin [1] obtained the following result: Consider three equations

(33.i) Si-(yiPiqi + aiPi + 8iqi + ßi) = 0,        l è i è 3,

where a„ ßt, y,, S¡ are functions of x¡, yt, z„ 1 ̂ «^3. Suppose equation (33.i) is of

Imschenetsky type, and equation (33.Í+1) is the transformed equation of (33.i),

1 ̂ ¿¿2. Then equation (33.2) is equivalent to one of the following equations:

s+ap+bq+cz = 0,       s—ez+a = 0,

s-ae-zp + eq+(8a/8x)e~z + b = 0,

where a, b, c are functions of x, y.
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